SPRING OLYMPICS

With the Winter Olympics wrapping up, you may find yourself with a void in your life. After all, the next Olympics (Winter or otherwise) won’t be for another two years. With the interest of filling that particular hole in your life, the Hare Today proposes the creation of the 2015 Spring Olympics, including the following spring-centric events:

**Slushboarding:** In this new sport, the unholy offspring of snowboarding and wakeboarding, the countless potholes and piles of half-melted snow in a city gain new uses as contestants are dragged behind a car and perform tricks off of the countless puddles and piles along the way.

**Competitive Puddle Jumping:** Think diving… but with puddles. Hey, it’s like they say, when spring gives you rain storms, make sports based on the resulting puddles.

**Field Frolicking:** This new sport is a lot like floor gymnastics, but instead takes place in large, open meadows just entering bloom. Hopefully none of the competitors have pollen allergies.

**The 100 M, 200 M, and 400 M Rain Storm Evasion:** Competitors are allowed to stroll in an open area for random amounts of time before rain starts. The starting gun is replaced by feeling that first raindrop of the impending storm, followed by mad dashes for cover. The winner is whoever ends up the least wet.

**The 100 M, 200 M, and 400 M Rain Storm Evasion Hurdles:** Same as the previous events, but they take place on crowded streets where everyone around you is oblivious to the incoming weather. Runners may choose to go around or over obstacles as they please.

**Wrestling, Baseball, Softball:** Wait, these aren’t in the Summer Olympics anymore? We’ll take them; they beat the heck out of Competitive Puddle Jumping.
WHAT WOULD LEVERITES DO FOR THE #1 ROOM PICK?

Sell my kidney – Erin

I would quietly seduce you from the other side of the library… but I do that anyway… - Andrew

Help Georgi sort out his serious foosball table dilemma? - Lucia

* Censored * - Harry

Literally anything, as long as it doesn’t involve a goldfish and a plunger – anonymous

Arm wrestle Paul, the building manager… he’s intimidating - Alex

I'd happily wine and dine JoAnn. – Manny

“I would let Teddy - AND ONLY TEDDY - tickle me… I would give up saffron - the king of spices - for a month… but I would never betray the people” - Isaac

Shave off chief’s beard – Erick

I'd consider holding Bandit and Rosy ransom… - Ali

That’s all Folks!

TEACHING FELLOW TYPES

THE NICE ONE

EVERYTHING WILL BE ALL RIGHT! DON'T WORRY, YOU'LL BE FINE! HERE, HAVE A CUPCAKE, I MADE IT FOR YOU.

THE TOUGH ONE

I CAN'T GRANT YOU AN EXTENSION BECAUSE THIS IS REAL LIFE AND YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO DEAL WITH CONFLICTING DEADLINES.

THE MEAN ONE

YOUR PAPER IS ABOMINABLE. I DISAGREE WITH EVERYTHING YOU SAY. THEREFORE I GIVE YOU A C+, NEXT TIME COME TO MY OFFICE HOURS.

THE HOT ONE

BLAH BLAH BLAH

Can't process what he's saying because you are too distracted by his beauty.

LEVERETT INTRAMURAL

2/24 8:30 PM Squash vs. Eliot
2/26 7:30 PM Ice Hockey vs. Cabot/Pfoho
2/27 8:30 PM Squash vs. TBA

Questions? Concerns? Have all your worries assuaged by our very own Crabby! Send your questions and concerns to leveretcrabby@gmail.com!